DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
PLANNING COMMITTEE
FOR DECISION
19th December 2017
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The applications within this report have been submitted for determination
under the Town and Country Planning Acts and associated legislation.
All applications within this report are “Delegated” to this Committee but can be
moved “Non-Delegated” by a Member of the Committee under the terms adopted for
the Scheme of Delegation approved by Council, 16th May, 1994. Any such motion
needs to be accepted by a majority of Members of the Committee present (Council,
8th August, 1995). All applications left as Delegated will be decided by the
Committee and will not be subject to confirmation by Council.
The application plan numbers also refer to files for the purposes of
background papers.

Jason Hipkiss
Planning Manager
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B07/2017/0168
Planning Committee
19th December 2017
Application Number : B07/2017/0168

Date Valid : 25/04/2017

Address : Bevan House, Stackwood
Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria
LA13 9HQ

Case Officer : Jason Hipkiss

Proposal : Demolition of existing care home and the erection of 18 dwellings
including parking spaces and associated site works (amended description)
Ward : Newbarns Ward

Parish : N/A

Applicant : Mr Alistair Wilcock, Mullberry
Homes Ltd, 45 Preston New Road,
Agent :
Blackburn
Recommendation : Grant with
conditions

Statutory Date : 25/07/2017

Local Plan Policies
No relevant policies or guidance for this application

Summary of Main Issues
The application relates to residential redevelopment of an urban brownfield site
located within a residential area. It is being reported to Members as there are
objections from adjacent residents. The main issues raised by the submission are the
compatibility of the design in terms of meeting current policy standards for design,
highways, and the sustainable disposal of surface water.

Response to Publicity and Consultations
Neighbours Consulted
Street Name
Flass Lane
Middleton Avenue
Minster Lane
Rising Side
St Marys Road
Stackwood Avenue

Properties
42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56,
29, 36,
2, 4,
NCH Newbarns Primary School,
11, 13, 3, 5, 7, 9, Hunters Lodge,
18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30, Bevan House,
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List of Neighbour Responses
The Occupier : 20 Stackwood Avenue Barrow-in-Furness

"I wish to object strongly to planning application B07 /2017 /0168. I know the area well
and feel that any development on the proposed site would put a massive strain on the
local road infrastructure.
I live on Stackwood Avenue and have a disabled space in front of my home (I am
registered disabled), also there are railings and steps leading down to the road
because the grass verge is very steep. As South Newbarns school is at the end of the
road the traffic at school picking up/ dropping off times is horrific, with cars parked all
the way up the street paying no attention to disabled areas or road access via
railings/steps, it's even that bad I have to time my doctors appointments, shopping, etc
so it doesn't coincide with school times, as there's no available parking in front of my
own house.
Without the road infrastructure being radically changed, I feel that if the planning
application is approved there could be potential highway safety concerns to an area
that is already at saturation point with traffic and hope you give this due consideration
when contemplating the development of this site."
The Occupier : 22 Stackwood Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
"We live directly across the road from the proposed development. When Bevan
House was open the parking was horrendous as the staff and visitors never used the
car park. The street also has a school at the end so it also gets very busy and difficult
to park at school times.
I understand that the new houses will have drives but they only look small and most
households have at least two cars plus visitors.
We can not have a drive on our property as there is a large steep sloping grass verge
between our property and the road so we have to park on the road. This is causing a
lot of stress worrying about the issues that this housing development may cause and
the fact that my husband is considering us moving from the house I love due to these
issues."

Organisations Consulted
Consultee
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control)
Barrow Borough Council (Environmental Health Contamination)
Barrow Borough Council (Environmental Health Noise)
Barrow Borough Council (Environmental Health)
Barrow Borough Council (Estates)
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy)
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Cumbria County Council (Archaeology)
Cumbria County Council (Highways)
Cumbria County Council (LLFA)
United Utilities (Asset Protection)

List of Organisation Responses
Barrow BC Building Control 11/05/2017
“Building regulation approval required for the development”.
Barrow BC Environmental Health (Contamination) 25/05/2017
“Thank you for your consultation on the above application.
I understand that Bevan House will be subject to demolition which may give rise to
dust nuisance, as this can ultimately affect the local residents in close proximity, I
would request that a Construction Management Plan is Submitted to the Authority
prior to works starting on site. For this purpose I have attached a condition to this
email. If you would like further clarification on this matter, please don’t hesitate to
contact me further.
Construction and Demolition Sites – Noise, Dust and Light Management.
It is essential to have effective noise and dust emission control measures in place for
every activity carried out on site, not only to protect the health and safety of the on-site
workforce, but also local residents and members of the public in the locality. In order to
successfully control demolition and construction activities, it is important to evaluate
the risk from pollutants emitted from site. It is envisaged that this approach will bring
additional benefits, such as a reduction in the number of nuisance complaints; the
majority of which relate to dust and noise emitted from construction activities.
Applications for development proposals which, by virtue of the nature and/or scale are
considered by the Council to be likely to give rise to an adverse impact during
construction, demolition and/or generate construction waste, will be expected to be
accompanied by a Construction Management Method Statement.
The method statement should cover all phases of the development and take account
of all contractors or sub-contractors and must be submitted for approval by the Local
Planning Authority, prior to the commencement of the development. Construction
management method statements will be expected to include the following:
Details of phasing of the construction work including a programme of work for the
demolition and construction phase;
A Traffic Management Plan to include all traffic associated with the development,
including site and staff traffic;
Procedures to monitor and mitigate noise and vibration from the construction and
demolition and to monitor any properties at risk of damage from vibration, as well as
taking into account noise from plant, machinery, vehicles and deliveries, with
reference to BS 5228 - Code of practice for noise and vibration control on construction
and open sites. All measurements should make reference to BS 7445 - Description
and measurement of environmental noise;
Hours of working and deliveries;
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Mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts on residential properties from
construction
compounds including visual impact, noise, dust and light pollution;
Mitigation measures to control the emissions of dust and dirt during construction and
demolition;
A written procedure for dealing with complaints regarding the construction or
demolition;
A site log book to record details and action taken in response to exceptional noisy
incidents or dust-causing episodes. It should also be used to record the results of
routine site inspections;
Details of lighting to be used on site;
Mitigation measures to ensure that no harm is caused to protected species during
construction;
The provision of facilities for the cleaning of vehicle tyres where haul routes meet the
public highway to avoid deposition of mud/debris on the public highway and the
generation of dust.”
Cumbria County Council (Archaeology) 15/05/2017
"I am writing to thank you for consulting me on the above application and to confirm
that I have no objections and do not wish to make any comments or
recommendations.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries regarding the above."
Cumbria County Council 12/06/2017
"Thank you for your consultation on the above planning application.
We would comment as follows:
Highway Authority
The Highway Authority has no objection to the principal of the proposed development.
The existing use of the site as a care home is noted. However we have some
concerns with the layout as proposed which need to be addressed prior to any
consent being granted.
Private shared driveway
It is noted that no new public roads are proposed as part of the development proposal.
The parking areas for the majority of the proposed dwellings are intended to be
frontage access from the existing adopted highway network. A private shared
driveway is proposed to access the parking areas for plots 14, 15, 16 and 17.
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No turning space has been provided on the private shared driveway. The Applicant
should include a turning space within the private shared driveway. A swept path
diagram would be required showing that a refuse vehicle can turn within this area. The
private shared driveway should have a width of 4.1m for the first 10m from the existing
highway boundary and should be constructed of a bound surface for this distance.
Parking
Vehicular parking for the dwellings should be set at 2.5 parking spaces per dwelling for
3-4 bedrooms units (2 spaces within the owners control (in-curtilage) and 0.5 spaces
in communal parking), at the size specification detailed within the Parking Guidelines
in Cumbria. It should be noted that the proposed parking areas for some of the
dwellings are located remotely from the proposed dwellings (for dwelling’s no. 2, 11,
12, 13 and 16). This may lead to in-appropriate parking of vehicles on the public
highway to the detriment of other road users and highway safety.
The Applicant has not given consideration for the need for visitor parking which should
be set at 1 space per 5 units.
Visibility splays
The Applicant has not shown the proposed visibility splays for the proposed site
accesses on to the adopted highway network. Visibility splays for each site access on
to the adopted highway network should be set at 2.4m by 60m in each direction.
Access from Stackwood Avenue
Stackwood Avenue is narrow and existing residents in properties opposite the
development site park on Stackwood Avenue.This will make vehicles getting on/off the
proposed driveways difficult with the risk of possible obstruction to the proposed
driveways. The Applicant should show how this issue could be alleviated. Swept path
diagrams should be provided showing how vehicles will access the proposed
properties taking into account the presence of parked vehicles along Stackwood
Avenue.
The Applicant should investigate possible measures to alleviate parking issues on the
local highway network which may arise for existing residents.
At present the Highway Authority recommends refusal of the application as a lack of
information has been submitted to show that the development is acceptable from a
highways perspective.
Inadequate information has been submitted to satisfy the Local Planning Authority that
the proposal is acceptable in terms of ……
a. access
b. visibility splays
c. off-street parking
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

road layout
road construction
surface water drainage
on site turning facilities
its effect on local traffic conditions and public safety
impact on sustainable travel

To support Local Transport Plan Policy: LD7, LD8
Lead Local Flood Authority
The proposed surface water drainage method includes oversized pipes plus cellular
storage and soakaways, subject to percolation testing. The new surface water runoff is
stated to be drained to the existing combined sewer system outside the site at a flow
rate to be agreed with United Utilities. Foul and surface water drainage from plots 1 to
11 is intended to connect the public combined sewer under Stackwood Avenue and
surface water drainage for plots 12 to 17 will connect to the combined sewer in St
Marys Road.
It is acknowledged that some percolation testing has been carried out by the
Applicant/developer which showed that the ground is unsuitable for soakaways.
Though the percolation testing has been limited due to the presence of the existing
building currently on the site, it is accepted that the soil type identified by the Applicant
is unlikely to allow for adequate infiltration.
However, from the information provided it would seem that the Applicant has not given
priority to the use of the full range of sustainable drainage systems techniques as per
the requirements of NPPF paragraph 103. The benefits of SUDs are listed within
National Planning Policy Guidance. SUDs techniques should mimic natural drainage
as closely as possible, remove pollutants from urban run-off at source; and combine
water management with green space with benefits for amenity, recreation and wildlife.
The developer should investigate the full range of SuDS components, to determine
which are suitable for the site and use them if appropriate or explain why they are not
appropriate if that is the case. In addition no evidence has been provided by the
developer to show that the proposed method of surface water drainage is agreeable to
United Utilities.
Possible surface water drainage techniques may include the use of permeable paving
for the proposed driveways and proposed private shared driveway, with individual
storage areas beneath.
As this is a full planning application the Applicant should be required to show the full
drainage layout. Calculations should be provided to show that any methods of surface
water storage have the correct capacity in line with the Non-Statutory Technical
Standards for sustainable drainage (March 2015).
In addition no details have been provided with regards to the overall management and
maintenance of the proposed drainage system.
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The Lead Local Flood Authority therefore cannot support this application at present
and recommends refusal of the application due to a lack of information being provided:
Inadequate information has been submitted to satisfy the Local Planning
Authority that the proposal is acceptable in terms of ……
a. surface water drainage – layout and acceptability of proposed methods
b. maintenance and management of surface water drainage strategy
(C)

confirmation of acceptability of drainage method by United Utilities

Reason:To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to
manage the risk of flooding and pollution. This condition is imposed in light of
policies within the NPPF and NPPG.
The Applicant should be required to provide further information in respect of the above
comments."
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 12/06/2017
"In relation to the amended plan forwarded to Cumbria County Council on 9th June, the
same comments would still apply - attached."
Barrow BC Environmental Health (Contaminated Land) 25/05/2017
“Thank you for your consultation on the above application.
I understand that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) seeks to prevent
unacceptable risk from land contamination and instability (Policy 120 and 121).
Policy 120 states that the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to
adverse effects from pollution should be taken into account. Section 15 (Existing Use)
on the Application for Planning Permission also asks if the development would be
particularly vulnerable to the presence of contamination and if so, an appropriate
contamination assessment should be submitted.
I can confirm that I have read the Phase 1 Preliminary Risk Assessment prepared by
bEk Enviro Ref No. BEK-17281-1 dated March 2017 and can now comment on the
application further.
I agree with the conclusions drawn from the report- that there are potential risks to
human health from unknown contamination sources. In order to determine the extent
of contamination if any, the report recommends an intrusive investigation take place.
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Therefore, in the absence of a intrusive investigation, I would recommend that
conditions are imposed on any Planning Consent granted, based on the following:
1. The Preliminary Investigation has identified potential unacceptable risks, a
Field Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in accordance with
established procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the Investigation
of Potentially Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the Management
of Land Contamination (CLR11)), shall be undertaken to determine the
presence and degree of contamination and must be undertaken by a suitably
qualified contaminated land practitioner. The results of the Field Investigation
and Risk Assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority before any development begins.
2. Where contamination is found which poses unacceptable risks, no development
shall take place until a detailed Remediation Scheme has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must
include an appraisal of remedial options and proposal of the preferred option(s),
all works to be undertaken, proposed remediation objectives, remediation
criteria and a verification plan. The scheme must ensure that the site will not
qualify as contaminated land under Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act
1990 in relation to the intended use.
3. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification
Report submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority,
prior to occupation of the development.
4. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported
immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site
affected must be halted and Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where
required by the Local Planning Authority, remediation and verification schemes
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
These shall be implemented prior to occupation of the development.
5. No soil material is to be imported to the site until it has been tested for
contamination and assessed for its suitability for the proposed development. A
suitable methodology for testing this material should be submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to the soils being imported onto
site. The methodology should include the sampling frequency, testing
schedules, criteria against which the analytical results will be assessed (as
determined by the risk assessment) and source material information. The
analysis shall then be carried out as per the agreed methodology with
verification of its completion submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
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Officers Report
1. Site and Locality
Located within a residential area, the site is a former care house set in modest
grounds on a triangular shaped site at the junction of Stackwood Ave and St Marys
Rd. The site sits slightly below the road level with the building some 2m lower that the
properties opposite and then slopes downwards towards the rear by a further 2m. To
the rear is a school playing field separating the site from rear gardens of properties on
Flass Lane. The building is 2 storey, and set close to the frontage with Stackwood
Ave, with a rear offset containing the plant room, and a rear servicing courtyard with
access off St Marys Rd.
1.1

The adjacent area consists of 2 storey houses in both terraced and semi-detached
form, originally built as social housing post WW2. As such the area is characterised by
narrow roads often less than 5m wide, supplemented with grass verges. Very few
properties have any form of off road parking. With modern levels of car ownership,
this leads to a heavy reliance on the highway for parking, effectively making the
immediate network single carriageway in several parts. The nearby school also
generates through traffic which has the potential to be heavy at peak times.
1.2

2. Proposal Details
The submission is initially for the demolition of the care home and the erection of
17 dwellings including parking spaces and associated site works. Following the
initial response from CCC the scheme has been revised to incorporate the changes to
the internal road layout, parking,and the submission of surface water drainage details.
An extra plot has also been introduced.
2.1

The dwellings are shown as type KK3S. This is a 2 storey house but with a steeply
pitched roof to create living accommodation (bedroom/study) within the roof space,
with the provision of 2 hipped roof gables on the front elevation and velux type roof
lights to the rear. The side elevation is blank apart from a bathroom window. External
materials are brick walls with a tiled roof, although a full specification has been left for
agreement by condition.
2.2

Bevan House, like the surrounding houses, is a mix of brick walls with rendered
panels and a tiled roof. Boundary treatments are a mix of low walls and privet hedging
and the treatment of boundaries in the new development can also be added as a
condition to any approval.
2.3

The site layout shows 6 pairs of houses facing Stackwood Avenue (plots 1-12), a
terrace of 3 units towards the rear eastern boundary on a north-south axis behind plots
6-8, and a terrace of 3 units on St Mary's Road set on a west-east orientation. Whilst
this terrace is at 90 degrees to the existing properties there is no adverse impact upon
privacy due to the lack of side windows and no appreciable impact on the street scene
as the road is a short cul de sac. The three houses towards the rear boundary are
shown as being serviced by a short road which is indicated as remaining private.
2.4
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2.5..In

its revised layout form all dwellings will be served by two parking spaces and the
drive accesses have been widened in order to provide sufficient turning room should
there be other vehicles parked opposite. The vehicle spaces for plots 12-14 are set in
a communal bank served by St Marys Road, but within easy walking distance of the
plots that they serve.
2.6

There is no relevant history associated with the current use of the site.

3. National Guidance
NPPF 49 - Housing applications should be considered in the context of the
presumption in favour of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the supply of
housing should not be considered up-to-date if the local planning authority cannot
demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites.
3.1

NPPF 14 - At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a
presumption in favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden
thread running through both plan-making and decision-taking.
3.2

4. Saved Policies
The application is to be considered in accordance with the framework due to the
Council being currently unable to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply. B3, a
policy relating to unallocated sites, is considered out of date following the recent
Dalton Lane appeal decision, as it fails to recognise that rural locations can also be
sustainable. B5 refers to standards for residential schemes on urban locations,
including criteria found in policy B3. Both policies are now afforded very little weight
due to non compliance with the NPPF.
4.1

B15 and D21 control privacy and design through the positioning of dwellings and
their elevational treatment. This is in order to protect new and neighbouring occupiers
and to ensure that new schemes respect the local context.
4.2

5. Emerging Policies Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017
1.
2.
3.
4.

Emerging Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to sustainable development
Emerging Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development Criteria
Emerging Policy DS5 - Design
Emerging Policy H7 - Housing Development on Windfall Sites

6. Key Planning Issues
The Development Plan is the statutory starting point for determinations and
remains so. In cases where a Council is unable to demonstrate a 5 year supply
paragraph 14 of the Framework is engaged including the "tilted balance", except in
sensitive locations where footnote 9 applies. It is accepted that a 5 year supply cannot
currently be demonstrated such that the presumption in favour of the development
plan is removed. Instead the appropriate test is: ‘any adverse impacts of doing so
[granting consent] would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when
assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole’.
6.1
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As the application relates to an urban brownfield site, within walking distance of
facilities and bus routes, the proposal can be considered to be sustainable
development in accordance with the NPPF. It will also bring forward 18 dwellings into
the Boroughs land supply on a site located within an established residential area.
6.2

The Highway Authority had initially raised concerns about the level of parking
indicated as being just below the thresholds in their currently adopted standards.
However this document is 20 years old and since then there has been national policy
changes which seek to reduce reliance on the private car and encourage the use of
more sustainable travel forms. Where development is located close to services or bus
routes this is seen as an opportunity to reduce the number of parking spaces with a
corresponding improvement in design by reducing the amount of hard surfacing within
a housing scheme.
6.3

Parking provision, traffic generation and highway capacity have been raised by
objectors but it is considered that the proposed development would not have a
significant impact upon the network beyond that previously generated by the care
home. The revised layout now has provision for 2 spaces per dwelling in order to
minimise on-street parking pressure. Furthermore the proposed drives on Stackwood
Ave have each been given a splayed access in order to compensate for the
narrow carriageway width to give drivers greater manoeuvring space.
6.4

National guidance requires the use of sustainable drainage (SuDs) wherever
feasible. The drainage strategy for this site has been designed specifically due to local
ground conditions, which consist of made ground above boulder clay, hence a full
SuDs infiltration system is not viable. There will be some permeable paving in the
driveways and the private road draining surface water through filters to trap silt and
debris prior to discharge into the mains system.
6.5

Householders will be required to sign up to a maintenance plan for this portion of
the drainage system. This is becoming commonplace on developments as neither UU
nor the County will adopt SuDs within private curtilages.
6.6

7. Conclusions
Located within a residential area the application is for demolition of the existing
care home and the redevelopment of the site to create 18 dwellings with associated
service roads and parking. Whilst there have been objections from neighbours relating
to parking and to traffic generation, the layout shows appropriate levels of off street
parking for a site that is within walking distance of facilities and close to bus routes.
Based upon the advice of the highway authority, it is not considered likely to generate
traffic levels that would exceed the capacity of the local highway network.
7.1

Consequently the proposal is considered to be sustainable development in
accordance with the NPPF and the general thrust of policies within the Saved and
Emerging local documents.
7.2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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8. Recommendation
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard
Duration Limit and the following conditions : Compliance with Approved Plans
2. The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in accordance
with the application dated 6th March 2017 and the hereby approved documents
defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by conditions attached
to this consent;
Site Layout BH/200 Rev H
House Type KK3S Dwg 1 Rev AAC
Surface Water Drainage Strategy CN17216
Drawings 17216-01.1, 17216-01.2,17216-01.3,17216-01.4,17216-01.5.1,1721601.5.2,17216-01.5.3
Response to CCC Highways MG1/740
Bin Store Details BH/50
Retaining Wall BH/60
Preliminary Risk Assessment BEK-17281-1
Proposed Cross Sections BH/160
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings
approved by the Planning Authority.
Pre-commencement Conditions
3. The Preliminary Investigation has identified potential unacceptable risks, hence the
buildings on site shall be subject to an asbestos survey, and any asbestos removed by
a specialist contractor prior to any demolition being carried out. Following demolition
and site clearance a Field Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in
accordance with established procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the
Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the
Management of Land Contamination (CLR11)), shall be undertaken to determine the
presence and degree of contamination and must be undertaken by a suitably qualified
contaminated land practitioner. The results of the Field Investigation and Risk
Assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the Planning Authority before any
development begins.
Reason
To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property
and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely
without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in
accordance with Saved policy D56 of the Local Plan Review 1996-2006.
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4. Development shall not be begun until a Construction Traffic Management Plan has
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The CTMP shall
include details of:
• the construction of the site access and the creation, positioning and maintenance of
associated visibility splays;
• access gates will be hung to open away from the public highway no less than 10m
from the carriageway edge and shall incorporate appropriate visibility displays;
• proposed accommodation works and where necessary a program for their
subsequent removal and the reinstatement of street furniture and verges, where
required, along the route;
• pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for accommodation
works within the highways boundary conducted with a Highway Authority
representative; with all post repairs carried out to the satisfaction of the Local Highway
Authority at the applicants expense;
• details of proposed crossings of the highway verge;
• retained areas for vehicle parking, maneuvering, loading and unloading for their
specific purpose during the development;
• cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public highway;
• the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the site to prevent spillage or deposit of
any materials on the highway;
• construction vehicle routing;
• the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway and other public
rights of way/footway;
• the scheduling and timing of movements, details of escorts for abnormal loads,
temporary warning signs and banksman/escort details.
Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved Construction Traffic
Management Plan.
Reason
In the interests of minimising the impact upon local environmental and residential
amenities due to the location of the site adjacent to dwellings
During Building Works
5. Excluding the demolition phase, the works necessary for the construction of
foundations and those works associated with highways, no development shall take
place until samples of the materials to be used in the construction of the external
surfaces of the dwellings, the parking spaces, and the accesses thereto hereby
permitted by this consent, have been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details and thereafter retained unless the Planning Authority gives prior
written consent to any variation.
Reason
To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development, and to minimise its impact
upon the surrounding area.
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6. No soil material is to be imported to the site until it has been tested for
contamination and assessed for its suitability for the proposed development. A suitable
methodology for testing this material should be submitted to and approved by the
Planning Authority prior to the soils being imported onto site. The methodology should
include the sampling frequency, testing schedules, criteria against which the analytical
results will be assessed (as determined by the risk assessment) and source material
information. The analysis shall then be carried out as per the agreed methodology with
verification of its completion submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning
Authority.
Reason
To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property
and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely
without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in
accordance with Saved policy D56 of the Local Plan Review 1996-2006.
7. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved
development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported immediately to the
Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site affected must be halted and
Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where required by the Planning Authority,
remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Planning Authority. These shall be implemented prior to occupation of the
development.
Reason
To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property
and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely
without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in
accordance with Saved policy D56 of the Local Plan Review 1996-2006.
Before Occupation
8. Prior to the beneficial occupation of any part of the development, a landscape
scheme for the site, showing the trees, shrubs and hedgerows, including verges and
other open spaces, together with details of a timetable for implementation, (including
any phasing of such a scheme) must be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Planning Authority. The scheme shall incorporate a mixed native species species
hedgerow along the full length of the east boundary with the field and a privet
(lingustrum vulgare) hedge along the southern boundary to St Marys Road. The
scheme shall be submitted on a plan not greater that 1:500 in scale and shall contain
details of numbers, locations and species of plants to be used. The scheme shall be
implemented in accordance with the approved details, and all planting and subsequent
maintenance shall be to current British Standards.
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Reason
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area.
Operational Conditions
9. All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of landscaping
shall be carried out in the first planting and seeding seasons following beneficial
occupation of any part of the development, or in accordance with the phasing of the
scheme as agreed in writing with the Planning Authority. Any trees or plants which
within a period of five years from the completion of the development die, are removed,
or become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be replaced by the landowner in the
next planting season with others of a similar size and species, unless the Planning
Authority gives prior written consent to any variation.
Reason
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area.
Informative


This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. Please
contact our Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as
to how to proceed.

___________________________________________________________________
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2017/0168

KK3S

KK3S

KK3S

KK3S

KK3S

KK3S
KK3S

Rev

Date

Description

Proposed Site Layout,
Bevan House,
Barrow-In-Furness.
Paddle Homes Ltd,
45 Preston New Road,
Blackburn,
Lancs, BB2 6AE
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B21/2017/0733
Planning Committee
19th December 2017
Application Number : B21/2017/0733

Date Valid : 08/11/2017

Address : 18 Litchmead Grove, Barrow-inFurness, Cumbria LA13 9JH

Case Officer : Jennifer Dickinson

Proposal : Ground floor rear and side extension to provide kitchen, living area and utlity
room. (Note: Loft conversion considered permitted development being less than 50 cubic
metres in volumne 46.44 Cubic Metres)
Ward : Newbarns Ward

Parish : N/A

Applicant : Mrs Rebecca Lever, 18
Litchmead Grove, Barrow-In-Furness

Agent :

Statutory Date : 03/01/2018

Recommendation : Granted with
conditions

National Guidance
National Planning Policy Framework - Paragraphs 14, 17 and 56 - Core Planning Principles
placing importance on good design

Local Plan Policies
Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix
Saved Local Plan Policies
1. Saved Local Plan 2001 - Policy D21
2. Housing Chapter Alteration 2006 - Policy B14
3. Housing Chapter Alteration 2006 - Policy B15
Emerging Draft Local Plan Policies
1. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS1 Council’s commitment to sustainable development
2. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS2 Sustainable Development Criteria
3. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS5 –
Design
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4. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy H16 - Loss
of sunlight or daylight
5. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy H17 Protection of Residential Privacy

Summary of Main Issues
A representation has been received from the neighbouring property concerning impact on
light to their property and raising issues concerning the boundary.

Non Material Considerations
Boundary issues

Response to Publicity and Consultations
Neighbours Consulted
Street Name
Litchmead Grove
Monksvale Grove

Properties
16, 20,
17,

Site notice displayed expiring on 6.12.17
List of Neighbour Responses
The Occupier, 20 Litchmead Grove, Barrow-in-Furness
"Your Planning Ref - B21/2017/0733 and your contact - Jennifer Dickinson
I am the occupier of 20 Litchmead Grove and I object to this application due to the
following;





This proposal will have an impact on the level of light my kitchen currently receives.
My property, as well as others on this street were built with shared driveways. This
proposal would remove any future possibility for a car to be located towards the rear
of the property.
The proposal appears to be tight against the existing boundary. I would be interested
to know how this proposal can be maintained without access within my boundary."

Organisations Consulted
Consultee
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control)
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List of Organisation Responses
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 09/11/2017
“Building regulation approval required for the proposals.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Officers Report
1. Site and Locality
The site is a semi detached property with a narrow drive to the side and garage to the
rear. There are examples of a variety of extension styles within the locality.
1.1

2. Proposal Details
Ground floor rear and side extension to provide kitchen, living area and utility room.
(Note: Loft conversion considered permitted development being less than 50 cubic metres
in volume 46.44 Cubic Metres)
2.1

3. Relevant History
1986/0029 20 Litchmead Grove, Barrow-in-Furness - Dining Room and porch
extensions Approved 07/03/1986
3.1

1986/0749 17 Monksvale Grove, Barrow-in-Furness - Ground floor living room
extension Approved 23/10/1986
3.2

1989/0519 16 Litchmead Grove, Barrow-in-Furness - Erection of a rear kitchen
extension Approved 17/08/1989
3.3

4. Officer Assessment
This application relates to a side and rear single storey extension providing kitchen,
living/dining area and utility. The design incorporates a hip roof which wraps around the
side elevation. Also shown on the plans is a hip to gable and rear dormer development
which can be erected without the need for planning permission and as such is not being
considered as part of this determination. A representation has been received from the non
attached neighbour to the site raising concerns over the impact on light received to their
side kitchen window from the proposal and matters relating to the boundary.
4.1

The main considerations for this proposal are the impact on residential and visual
amenity from the proposal.
4.2
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The non attached neighbour at 20 Litchmead Grove has a side kitchen window facing
the side of the proposed extension. I have calculated the relevant indicators to assess the
impact on this window from the proposal and the design of roof proposed should ensure
there is no impact on light received. The orientation of the host property and its neighbours
face south east to the rear.
4.3

The properties to the rear of the site are set at a reduced distance originally when
compared to our local plan privacy condition and are set at approximately 19m away from
one another. Immediately to the rear of this site the neighbour at 17 Monksvale Grove have
a historic rear extension which reduces this distance further. These properties are set at
approximately 1m lower ground level than the host property.
4.4

In terms of planning policy, saved local plan policy B14 seeks to protect neighbours
residential amenity from development and this is followed through into policy H16. Saved
policy B15 seeks to protect privacy and again is followed through into policy H17. In terms
of privacy the removal of the current situation on site of directly facing side kitchen windows
approximately 5m apart is to be welcolmed. To the rear of the site the neighbour has a
kitchen window facing the area of the proposal. In terms of policy, this is not considered a
habitable room and is therefore not afforded the same level of protection as other rooms
within the property. A boundary wall already exists between the properties which is
considered acceptable. The height of this wall could be increased should the host property
and the neighbour require to protect privacy without the need for permission. No
representation has been received from this neighbour.
4.5

When considering an application it is also important to consider what could be erected
without the need for planning permission. In this case an extension of which the rear
element is 0.3m shorter in length could be erected without the need for permission which
would have a very similar impact as this proposal.
4.6

The design of the proposal is to be welcomed. Its use of matching materials to the host
property and the set back from the front elevation ensures its integration with the host
property with minimal impact on visual amenity within the wider street scene.
4.7

Concerns were also raised within the representation relating the development up to the
side boundary, this is a civil matter which would require discussion between the parties to
resolve. Within planning, there is nothing preventing development up to property
boundaries where all other aspects are acceptable. In this instance, whilst close the
boundary, the foundations etc. will all be positioned within the applicant's property.
4.8

5. Conclusions
The proposal accords with both local and national policies and is considered
sustainable development.
5.1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Recommendation
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration
Limit and the following conditions : Compliance with Approved Plans
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in accordance with
the application dated as valid on 8th November 2017 and the hereby approved documents
defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by a condition attached to
this consent:
18LG/1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
3. The materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces, including walls,
roofs, doors, and windows of the extensions hereby permitted shall be of the same type,
colour, and texture as those used in the existing building.
Reason
To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development, and to minimise its impact upon
the surrounding area.
Operational Conditions
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town & Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order with
or without modifications) no opening of any kind shall be made in the side elevations of the
permitted extension without the prior written consent of the Planning Authority.
Reason
In order to protect the residential amenities of neighbouring properties from overlooking or
perceived overlooking.
Informative

This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. Please contact
your Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as to how to proceed.
_____________________________________________________________________
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B21/2017/0700
Planning Committee
19th December 2017
Application Number : B21/2017/0700

Date Valid : 27/10/2017

Address : 30 Carlton Avenue, Barrow-inFurness, Cumbria, LA13 9AU

Case Officer : Jennifer Dickinson

Proposal : Loft conversion to form en-suite bedroom and rear dormer
Ward : Parkside Ward

Parish : N/A

Applicant : Mr Neil Murray, 30 Carlton
Avenue, Barrow-In-Furness

Agent :

Statutory Date : 22/12/2017

Recommendation : Granted with
conditions

Relevant National Guidance and Legislation
National Planning Policy Framework - paragraphs 14, 17 and 56 - Core Planning Principles
placing importance on good design.
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)(England) Order 2015 (as
amended)

Local Plan Policies
Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix
Saved Local Plan Policies
1. Saved Local Plan 2001 - Policy D21
2. Housing Chapter Alteration 2006 - Policy B14
3. Housing Chapter Alteration 2006 - Policy B18
Emerging Draft Local Plan Policies
1. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS1 Council’s commitment to sustainable development
2. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS2 Sustainable Development Criteria
3. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS5 Design
4. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy H22 - Design
of Dormer Windows
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Summary of Main Issues
A representation has been received from the attached neighbour raising concerns over the
design of the proposal and the impact on visual amenity.

Non Material Considerations

Response to Publicity and Consultations
Neighbours Consulted
Street Name
Carlton Avenue
West Avenue

Properties
28, 32,
23, 25,

List of Neighbour Responses
The Occupier : 32 Carlton Avenue Barrow-in-Furness
"I object very strongly to a planned dormer being built next door to me.
The proposed plans will spoil the authentic unique aesthetic style of the semi-detached
house; as it always has been. My other concern is urban environmental problems with
seagulls nesting flat roof problems such as noise and possible attacks on people.
Some of these problems have occurred on a flat roofed dormer in Carlton Avenue on
houses already built. The fledging time for a young gull can last 4 months and occur year
after year, as the gulls return the problems go on and on".

Organisations Consulted
Consultee
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control)
List of Organisation Responses
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 31/10/2017
“Building regulation approval required for the proposals.”

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Officers Report
1. Site and Locality
The site is a semi detached property positioned to the south of Carlton Avenue. The
nature of the locality is a mix of property types and roof styles with examples elsewhere on
the street of the use of rear dormers and roof lights to serve loft conversions.
1.1

2. Proposal Details
2.1

Loft conversion to form en-suite bedroom and rear dormer

3. Relevant History
1979/0317 32 Carlton Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness - Rear dining room and scullery
extension Appcond 02/05/1979
3.1

B21/2011/0232 30 Carlton Avenue Barrow-in-Furness - Extension to side elevation
forming ground floor bathroom and kitchen/diner. Appcond 06-JUN-2011
3.2

4. Officer Assessment
This application is being reported to committee due to a representation being received
objecting to the proposal on the grounds of impact on visual amenity and potential for
nesting gulls.
4.1

This proposal is for the conversion of a hip to gable roof style, the erection of a rear
dormer to provide bedroom and en-suite and also the insertion of two roof lights in the front
elevation.
4.2

Within the General Permitted Development Order allowances for development that can
be carried out to properties without permission are defined. Particularly relevant to this
proposal is Schedule 2, Part 1, Class B. This permits additions to the roof of a dwelling
house including the alteration of a roof from a hip style to gable and the erection of rear
dormers. In the course of determining this application it has become apparent that as
submitted, it meets the criteria of what is Permitted Development and is therefore
considered to benefit from deemed consent. The applicant could proceed with this
development without permission from the local authority for the proposal.
4.3

This application could therefore have been for a lawful development certificate, but there
is nothing in the legislation preventing planning permission being sought. The benefit to the
applicant from this process is that it gives a 3 year time span for the works to
commence. A lawful development certificate only confirms it is lawful at that moment in time
and there is potential for the legislation to change. However, refusal of a scheme which has
deemed consent would be unreasonable, hence the policies for this proposed development
are not relevant.
4.4
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5. Conclusions
The application meets with the permitted development allowance for the property and
could be erected without the need for express consent due to it having deemed consent.
5.1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. Recommendation
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration Limit
and the following conditions :Compliance with Approved Plans
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in accordance with
the application dated as valid on 27th October 2017 and the hereby approved documents
defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by a condition attached to
this consent:
30CA/1, 30CA/2, 30CA/3, 30CA/4, 30CA/5
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
3. The materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces, including walls,
roofs, doors, and windows of the extensions hereby permitted shall be of the same type,
colour, and texture as those used in the existing building.
Reason
To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development, and to minimise its impact upon
the surrounding area.
Pre-commencement Conditions
4. The front and side elevations of the dormer shall be clad in a vertically hung roof tiles of a
colour and texture to match the existing roof covering of the property and shall thereafter be
permanently maintained unless the Planning Authority gives prior written consent to any
variation.
Reason
In the interests of visual amenity, it is important that the dormer appears as an integral part
of the roof.
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Informative
This development will require approval under the Building Regulations. Please contact your
Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as to how to proceed.
________________________________________________________________________
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2017/0700
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2017/0700
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2017/0700
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2017/0700
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2017/0700
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2017/0700
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B28/2017/9010
Planning Committee
19th December 2017
Application Number : B28/2017/9010

Date Valid : 05/10/2017

Address : Site of former Handmark
Engineering, Cavendish Dock Road,
Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria

Case Officer : Jason Hipkiss

Proposal : Change of use from vacant industrial land (B2) to use for the storage and
distribution of minerals (Sui Generis)(County Matter)
Ward : Barrow Island Ward

Parish : N/A

Applicant : Mr Neil Price, Burlington
Aggregates Limited, Bouthwood Road,
Barrow in Furness

Agent : Mr N Edwards, Stephenson
Halliday Ltd, 32 Lowther Street, Kendal

Statutory Date : 26/10/2017

Recommendation : No objection

National Guidance
Local Plan Policies
Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix
Emerging Draft Local Plan Policies
1. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS1 Council’s commitment to sustainable development
2. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS2 Sustainable Development Criteria
3. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS5 Design
The application is a County Matter which are usually Delegated to the Planning Manager. In
this instance the Borough Council is the landowner hence I consider that it is appropriate for
Member decision.

Non Material Considerations

Response to Publicity and Consultations
Carried out by CCC
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List of Neighbour Responses
Carried out by CCC

Organisations Consulted
Carried out by CCC

Organisations Consulted
Steve Newman, Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 11/10/2017
"I have taken on board the views of the emergency planners within Cumbria County
Council, which is responsible for the preparation of the AWE Barrow off-site emergency
plan required by the Radiation Emergency Preparedness and Public Information
Regulations (REPPIR) 2001. They have provided adequate assurance that the proposed
development can be accommodated within their off-site emergency planning arrangements.
The proposed development does not present a significant external hazard to the safety of
the nuclear site.
Therefore, ONR does not advise against this development."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Officers Report
1.Site and Locality
The site is approximately 1.8Ha and is located on the narrow strip of land between
Ramsden and Cavendish Docks which forms part of the access to Ramsden Dock Basin
and the dock gates area. It has a history of industrial and commercial uses and currently
consists of a series of hardstandings following extensive clearance works some 4 years
ago. Since then the site was given temporary approval for a workers compound during the
reactivation of three corvettes moored in the dock.
1.1

The locality remains industrial in character and historically has been used for rail and
dock related activities. There are a number of active berths on nearby sites to the south but
much of the land to the north is currently vacant forming the Marina Village site. The wider
area is served with vehicle access from St Georges Sq via Cavendish Dock Road and a rail
spur from Salthouse junction both of which extend southwards to the dock basin.
1.2

Cavendish Dock is a designated SSSI, Ramsar and SPA site due to its
ecological interest for wildfowl which arose through its previous use as the cooling
water reservoir for Roosecote power station, and the immediate area also has potential as
habitat for reptiles and slow worms.
1.3
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2. Proposal Details
Change of use from vacant industrial land (B2) to use for the storage and distribution of
minerals (Sui Generis)(County Matter). The scheme is integral to a joint venture between
Neil Price Construction and Burlington Slate to supply several large construction projects
within the County with aggregates including the energy schemes on the west coast.
2.1

The scheme would have two phases, the first being to provide aggregates for
immediate customer demand, with the second phase associated with the Moorside nuclear
project and associated developments. The first phase would straddle the rail spur,
and incorporate a triangular shaped piece of land to the NE of Cavendish Dock Road, and a
rectangular piece immediately to the SE adjacent to Cavendish Dock. These would broadly
consist of a site compound, separated areas for the storage of graded material, and a rail
loading facility on each. The larger site to the south of phase 1 would be held back until the
Moorside scheme was implemented but also dependent on acquiring the contract rights.
2.2

Aggregates would be sourced locally from both partners facilities, hence they would
arrive by road from Roosecote, Kirby and Goldmire quarries, although there may be future
potential for import via ship should additional sources be necessary, and then be moved off
site via the rail link. The supporting information estimates some 45 wagon loads daily and
one train a day moving the material elsewhere to sites within the County.
2.3

3. Relevant History

B12/2015/0527 Barrow Borough Council Workshop Woodbridge Haven Cavendish
Dock Road Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria 240 bedroom containerised worker accommodation
and social space. Appcond 10-MAR-2016
3.1

B20/2013/0486 Woodbridge Haven Cavendish Dock Road Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 2LA Temporary siting of living quarters, consisting of sleeping cabins, office space,
classrooms, catering cabins and associated support services, to house the crew during the
refurbishments and upgrade of three corvettes. Appcond 07-OCT-2013
3.2

B27/2011/0786 Handmark Engineering Woodbridge Industrial Estate Cavendish Dock
Road Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria LA14 2LA Application for Prior Notification Under Part 31
of the General Permitted Development Order for proposed demoliition APPLETT 11-SEP2012
3.3

BSS/2008/0929 Barrow Marina Village Buccleuch Dock Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
Town & Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 1999 Screening Opinion - Barrow Marina Village APPLETT 04-SEP-2008
3.4
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4. Officer Assessment
National Guidance
The relevant guidance in the NPPF, through its core principles, refers to the promotion
of sustainable economic growth to deliver infrastructure through the reuse of vacant
brownfield sites, the enhancement of the natural environment and seeking to secure a good
standard of amenity for existing and future occupiers of land.
4.1

Paras 109 and 118 refer to the need to protect biodiversity, to mitigate against
development causing unacceptable pollution of the soil,water or air, and where
significant harm cannot be mitigated then consent should be refused.
4.2

Saved Policies
The site is subject to two local plans, the saved Borough Local Plan (BLP) and the
Barrow Port Area Action Plan (BPAAP). The BLP, through Saved policies A4 and A5, seeks
to diversify the economy although the development of unallocated industrial sites is subject
to criteria which, relevant to the subject site, include the provision of suitable operational
access, appropriate site storage, and having a sustainable environmental impact.
4.3

Policies D9 and D10 refer to development which may affect designated ecological sites
being subject to rigorous examination including consideration as to whether the project
outweighs the harm. In this respect Cavendish Dock was designated as a direct result of its
connection to the power station which raised the ambient water temperature. Further
ecological protection is provided by policies D11 and D12.
4.4

Policies D58 and D60 seek to assess the impact of noise upon local amenity where
adjacent uses are sensitive such as schools and housing. The site is located in an area
where the background noise is dominated by Port related activity and the nearest dwellings
some 350m away, although the Marina Village site is significantly closer.
4.5

Policy E5 states that schemes likely to generate significant traffic levels need to have
adequate access to a main road. The site utilises Cavendish Dock Road, which also serves
the Ramsden Basin, and is a metalled road wide enough for vehicles to pass. This is a
private road owned by Barrow BC and access/maintenance will be subject to a
separate legal agreement.
4.6

E9 requires developments to provide on site parking which is shown in the indicative
layout as on the southern site.
4.7

The general approach of the BPAAP is one of encouraging regeneration of the wider
Port area, beyond its dock related activity, through comprehensive redevelopment (policy
BP1). Cavendish Dock, through policy BP 19 is identified as a key site (CD1) for potential
development as a wildlife attraction. To facilitate this,the existing road access would need to
be retained and upgraded to provide greater capacity for mixed vehicular use, and visitor
facilities are suggested on the land around the application site. To the north the
neighbouring site is identified as an opportunity site for housing under policy BP SV2
Spatial Strategy.
4.8
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Emerging Policies
The draft document carries little weight at present. It complies with the NPPF in its
promotion of sustainable development and includes policies that provide criteria for windfall
employment sites such as this one in terms of environmental impact, required infrastructure
to accommodate traffic, and to protect amenities from noise and odours. Policy N3 states
that new schemes should protect and enhance recognised biodiversity resources.
4.9

Key Issues
Ecology
The overall application site occupies land next to Cavendish Dock which is designated
as previously stated, for its birdlife interests. The applicant has submitted a Habitat
Regulations Assessment (HRA) to show the potential impact upon these interests and what
mitigation will be engaged to overcome the potential effects, principally disturbance to
roosting birds. Mitigation includes pollution controls associated with vehicles such as
the refuelling and maintenance processes to prevent oil and chemical spills into the Dock,
(a ditch is shown) and also the use of 3.5m high fencing to screen noise from site
operations such as the loaders and wagons. Both sections would also incorporate a
segregated area of grassland habitat, enclosed with fencing, in order to
accommodate reptiles and slow worms, known to be present in that locality. On the basis of
the information submitted it will be necessary for the County Council, as the
determining Authority, to assess the ecological impacts and attach conditions to any
consent to ensure the implementation of suitable mitigation measures for issues such as
noise, dust , vibration and artificial light.
4.10

Traffic
Due to the nature of the development and the anticipated level of HGV traffic
generated a Transport Assessment (TA) has been produced to show the impact upon the
local highway network and the proposed mitigation deemed necessary. The submitted TA
shows the preferred haul routes to be via the A590 from the north and along the A5087
Rampside Road, Roose Road and Salthouse Road from the south. The southern route
means that heavy vehicles will pass houses on the A5087 and some form of control over
the hours of deliveries will be needed. The Highway Authority will make recommendations
as to the suitability of these routes and junctions in terms of capacity, including any
improvements and for completeness this should include traffic from committed
development such as BAe. A previous study for the BAe expansion, showed several
junctions close to or over capacity and works are scheduled to accommodate this shortfall.
The use of trains to move material to the west coast will also reduce vehicle movements on
the A595 and west coast network although the County will need to consider if a contingency
plan is needed should the rail option not be available.
4.11
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In terms of sustainable travel the nearest bus route is along the A5087 and the
submitted TA admits that the nearest bus stop is some 800m from the site. Apart from
cycling, the sustainable travel options are limited by the site's remoteness from the network
and the status of the access road. Cavendish Dock Road is unadopted, being owned by the
Borough, hence legal agreement will have to be reached with the applicant outwith the
planning process, in relation to access rights and maintenance/repair clauses.
4.12

Amenity
The site is over 300m from the nearest houses. The construction and
subsequent operations may generate some noise but this would be against the
general background of the Port activities. Any dust could be mitigated by on
site suppression, and artificial lighting at such distances is unlikely to trouble residents
against the wider Port background. However the site is a neighbour to the Marina Village
site, which would provide some 650 houses for the Borough, and this will need to be
considered. The timing of delivering housing on this site is identified as medium to long
term in the draft local plan and it is possible that there may be issues in the future.
However, the proposed development is only likely to be implemented for the life of the
intended contracts and it would be prudent for the County to issue a temporary consent on
this basis.
4.13

5. Conclusions
The proposal relates to the reuse of a brownfield site within the Port area which is
located between a designated site of ecological interest and a site allocated for housing
within the Port Action Area Plan and the draft local Plan. The use will generate some 45
HGV movements into the site with the deposited material moved out by train and the nature
of the use will require some mitigation of impact on the adjacent sites. Due to the likely
timescale of the contracts that the development is intended to serve, the timescale of the
redevelopment of Marina Village on the adjacent site to the north, and the potential conflicts
of amenity and traffic between the two it is prudent to issue a temporary consent.
5.1

6. Recommendation
I recommend that Cumbria CC be informed that this Authority raises no objection to the
development subject to conditions/legal agreements to take account of the following issues;
1. That the consent is made temporary due to future conflicts, on grounds of amenity
and traffic, between the indicated project and the redevelopment of the land to the
north as Marina Village for residential use.
2. The provision of a Contingency Plan for days when rail transport is not available.
3. The provision of mitigation measures to control the impacts of dust, noise, artificial
light, fluid spillages and vibration.
4. The impact of HGVs upon the wider road network capacity taking into account
committed development in the Borough
5. A restriction on delivery times from Roosecote Quarry due to the haul route passing
through residential areas
________________________________________________________________________
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B21/2017/0555
Planning Committee
19th December 2017
Application Number :B21/2017/0555

Date Valid : 16/10/2017

Address : 155 Dalton Lane, Barrow-inFurness

Case Officer : Charles Wilton

Proposal : Construction of a two storey rear extension to provide an annexed dwelling unit
to the ground floor. Proposed additional two bedrooms and en-suites at first floor level and
rear balcony. Proposed pitched roof dormer to the western elevation and flat roof dormer
to the east elevation. New vehicular parking/turning area to the front.
Ward : Hawcoat Ward

Parish : N/A

Applicant : Mr & Mrs Fox, 155 Dalton Lane,
Agent : N/A
Barrow-In-Furness
Statutory Date : 11/12/2017

Recommendation : Refusal

National Guidance
The Framework seeks to support sustainable development. A core principle of the
Framework is that development should seek to secure a good standard of amenity for all
existing and future occupants of land and buildings (paragraph 17).

Local Plan Policies
Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix
Emerging Draft Local Plan Policies
1. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS1 Council’s commitment to sustainable development
2. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS2 Sustainable Development Criteria
3. Pre-submission Draft Local Plan – March 2017 - Policy Emerging Policy DS5 - Design

Summary of Main Issues
The application has been designed sympathetically to the host property and while large can
be accommodated on this spacious plot. Issues in relation to protected trees can be
addressed via condition. However the proposed west facing dormer and rear balcony are
likely to result in an unacceptable degree of over looking which can not reasonably be
addressed by condition.
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Non Material Considerations
Proposed works to trees (was subject of a separate application ref 2017/0669)

Response to Publicity and Consultations
Application advertised on site from the 18th October
Neighbours Consulted
Street Name
Dalton Lane
Dane Ghyll
Glenridding Drive

Properties
157,
2, 3,
10, 12, 14, 2, 4, 6, 8,

List of Neighbour Responses
The Occupier : 10 Glenridding Drive, Barrow-in-Furness
"The existing building is very near to the garden boundary of the Glenridding Drive residents
(a path width in fact). Presently however this does not impinge on the privacy of the
Glenridding residents, as there are no upper floor bedrooms on the west side of the house
directly overlooking the rear of the bungalows. With the proposed extension there would be
both a dormer bedroom and a balcony with a direct view into the conservatory of 10
Glenridding Drive Bungalow and the dormer bedroom at this address. This is because our
bungalow is at a higher level.
It was agreed with the previous owner Mr Withnell that the Leylandii hedge at the bottom of
our garden would be kept at an agreed height to protect privacy but also to stop excessive
growth that would prevent sunlight, as these trees grow rapidly to great heights. If the
proposed extension is passed then these trees would need to be allowed to grow to an
unacceptable height. Can the dormer bedroom and balcony not be placed on the east side
of such an extension? I would invite the committee to come and see for themselves."
The Occupier, 8 Glenridding Drive, Barrow-in-Furness
"Object due to loss of privacy to our bedroom and property."
The Occupier : 14 Glenridding Drive Barrow-in-Furness
"I would like to object and express my concern over the proposed extension at 155 Dalton
Lane due to the impact to trees under Tree Preservation Orders and to its impact on wildlife
in the area.
This woodland area and it’s eco system attracts an array of wildlife such as Pipistrelle bats,
many birds species including woodpeckers, as well as squirrels and other small mammals.
It’s value to wildlife is incredibly important.
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There are a number of sycamore trees in this area which attract aphids and a variety of their
predators, such as ladybirds, hoverflies and birds. The leaves are eaten by caterpillars of a
number of moths, including the sycamore moth, plumed prominent and maple prominent.
The flowers provide a good source of pollen and nectar to bees and other insects, and
therefore seeds are eaten by the birds and small mammals.
The life expectancy of sycamore can be several hundred years. Why have trees in good
physiological and structural condition been given a 10-20 year life expectancy in this
assessment? This is in contradiction to much of the literature on this subject. Birch and
Leylandii can life for 100/150 + years. Again given a life expectancy of 10-20 years in this
report.
Of particular concern is the proposed work to trees T17, T18 and T19. Is any of this work
absolutely necessary? All trees are some distance from the green house and are deciduous.
Foliage is only present during the summer months. Is it acceptable to potentially damage the
trees due to only shading issues. It appears that these trees will also be close to the
extension if it is built. Will shading also be an issue for this? If so, should the residents
consider reducing the size of this proposed building - allowing for more light to pass between
the protected trees and their property.
I would like to point out that pruning is a form of wounding and can be very harmful to the
trees and should only be carried out when absolutely necessary. This proposed work could
allow fungal spores to enter the tree which could lead to decay.
I would request that any work carried out is reduced to a minimum and performed by a
qualified arborist, not just a tree surgeon. This should also be carried out at the correct time
of year to ensure the best possible outcome for the trees."

Organisations Consulted
Consultee
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control)
Cumbria County Council (Highways)
Cumbria County Council (LLFA)

List of Organisation Responses
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 18/10/2017
“Building regulation application approval required for the proposals.”
Cumbria County Council (Highways & LLFA) 27/10/2017
“I can confirm that the Highway Authority has no objection to the proposed development as it
is considered that the proposal does not affect the highway.
The LLFA do not have any records of flooding on this site and the Environment Agency
(EA) surface water maps do not indicate that the site is in an area of risk."
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Officers Report
1. Site and Locality
The application site comprises a detached property situated within extensive grounds and
which includes several large trees. The house forms part of a low density re development of
a demolished Victorian villa with the majority of the houses addressed into Dane Ghyll. This
particular property runs along the rear of properties fronting Glenridding Drive such that the
side boundary of the application site is the rear boundary of these neighbouring properties.
1.1

2. Proposal Details
Construction of a two storey rear extension to provide an annexed dwelling unit to the
ground floor. Proposed additional two bedrooms and en-suites at first floor level and rear
balcony. Proposed pitched roof dormer to the western elevation and flat roof dormer to the
east elevation. New vehicular parking/turning area to the front.
2.1

The extension would occupy the full width of the existing dwelling (10m) and extend 8.5m
into the rear garden.
2.2

3. Relevant History
3.1

None

4. Officer Assessment
National Guidance
The Framework seeks to support sustainable development. A core principle of the
Framework is that development should seek to secure a good standard of amenity for all
existing and future occupants of land and buildings (paragraph 17).
4.1

Saved Policies
Saved policy B15 (housing chapter alteration) states that a minimum of 21m should be
achieved between the windows serving the habitable rooms of different houses where
privacy is to be maintained through distance.
4.2

4.3

D30, D31 and D32 seek to protect trees on development sites

Emerging Policies
4.4

Emerging policies can be given little weight given the current stage of the local plan
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Issues:
Privacy
The side elevation of the proposed rear extension would be situated at a distance of 15m
from the rear elevations of properties facing Glenridding Drive. Currently views would be
interrupted by a high conifer hedge. However were the hedge to be lost then the proposed
side dormer and rear balcony would result in a significant overlooking of neighbouring
property.
4.5

I consider that the extension is likely to have a considerably greater life than the hedge
and that over looking at some future point is reasonably likely to occur. Indeed a similar
section of hedge has recently been removed a short distance away, and the growing
conditions are less than optimum.
4.6

While proposed ground floor windows would also result in over looking such harm could
be addressed via a condition requiring a screen fence of reasonable height.
4.7

4.8

Loss of privacy is a concern raised in the objections reproduced above.

A larger dormer is proposed in the opposite side elevation(east) which faces towards 157
Dalton Lane but at a distance considerably in excess of 21m
4.9

Sunlight/day light
The proposal meets sunlight/day light requirements. Such issues are not raised in the
objections.
4.10

General design issues
While large the extension is designed sympathetically in relation to the host property
and otherwise accords with saved policy D21.
4.11

Additional parking area
The proposal includes widening the end of the drive nearest the house to provide
additional parking/turning space. This will have the advantage of allowing for easier turning
of vehicles reducing the likelihood of reversing out onto Dalton Lane with consequent
benefits to highway safety.No adverse impacts on trees are shown.
4.12

Relationship with trees
The extension would occupy a hard surfaced area occupied by a patio. No trees are
proposed to be felled as part of the application. The extension will however extend in close
proxinity to one tree in particular. An arborical report accompanies the application. The
arborical report advises as follows:
4.13
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"There are 24 significant trees located on the property. After inspecting the site in
relation to the proposed construction I have identified only one tree that may be affected.
However the impact on this tree is minimal due to its location. This tree is marked as T22 on
the plan. T22 is located on a slope 1m lower than the proposed extension and the root
protection area. Root Protection Areas have been determined for each retained tree and are
designed to protect the absolute maximum of root mass in order to ensure the trees survive
the construction process".
4.14

Were the development to be considered acceptable the issue re tree protection
measures could be secured by condition to give effect to the recommendations contained
within the arborical report.
4.15

In the representations reproduced above there is an objection to proposed tree
reduction works. These works form part of a separate application (ref 2017/669) for consent
under the Tree Preservation Order and are not part of this application for planning
permission. That TPO application was however found to be invalid and is no longer being
considered.
4.16

Reference is also made to the extension being close to a group of three trees. However
a distance of 9m would still separate the extension from the nearest tree which appears to
be a reasonable degree of separation.
4.17

5. Conclusions
The application has been designed sympathetically to the host property and whilst large,
it can be accommodated on this spacious plot. Any issues in relation to protected trees can
be addressed via condition. However the proposed west facing dormer and rear balcony are
likely to result in an unacceptable degree of over looking of adjacent properties which cannot
reasonably be addressed by a condition.
5.1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. Recommendation
I recommend that planning permission be REFUSED for the following reasons
1. The proposed dormer to the west elevation and balcony to the north elevation would face
towards the rear elevations of neighbouring property at a distance of 15m. This would be
likely to lead to an unacceptable degree of overlooking, particularly as limited weight can be
attached to the retention of the boundary conifer hedge. Approval of the proposal would be
contrary to Saved policy B15 in the current Development Plan.
________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendices of Saved and Emerging Policies
Note to Members
These are the full wordings of the policies relevant to the applications found on the
agenda today.
At present those Saved policies that are relevant for the supply of housing are deemed
out of date and the weight given to them is reduced. Thus housing schemes should be
approved unless the impact of doing so 'significantly and demonstrably' outweigh the
benefits when assessed against the NPPF policies taken as a whole. Other Saved
policies can only be considered to have weight for determination purposes where they
accord with the same NPPF test for sustainable development.
Emerging policies are reproduced in order to show how the Authority intends to shape
development over the course of the new Development Plan. These policies have not yet
been subject to the scrutiny of an Examination in Public hence, based upon recent
appeal cases and legal judgements from the Supreme Court, they should be afforded
limited weight in determining applications.

Saved Local Plan 2001
D21
In determining all applications submitted to it the local planning authority will have regard
to the General Design Code set out in paragraph 5.4.27 of this plan.
In towns and villages, proposals shall relate to the context provided by buildings, street
and plot patterns, building frontages, topography, established public views, landmark
buildings and other townscape elements. Proposals that do not respect the local
context and street pattern or the scale, height, proportions and materials of surrounding
buildings and development which constitutes over development of the site by virtue of
scale, height or bulk will not be permitted, unless there is specific justification, such as
interests of sustainability, energy efficiency or crime prevention.
Development proposals in the countryside shall respect the diversity and distinctiveness
of local landscape character. New farm buildings will, in general, be required to be sited
within or adjacent to an existing farm building complex or in other well screened
locations and to be subject to a complementary design and use of materials, with, where
necessary, a 'planting' scheme.

Housing Chapter Alteration 2006
B14
Extensions to the rear of dwellings will not be permitted where they adversely affect the
amenities of neighbouring properties by virtue of loss of sunlight or privacy or by the
creation of an overbearing impact or excessive level of enclosure.
B15
Where privacy is to be protected through distance, a minimum of 21 metres will be
required between the facing windows of habitable rooms of different homes. Exceptions
to this policy may be made for the facing windows of ground floor habitable rooms,
where adequate screening exists and also in cases where normal standards of
separation cannot be achieved and existing standards will not be eroded by accepting
distances of less than 21 metres.
The use of obscure glazing in habitable room windows will not be an acceptable
measure to overcome the provisions of this policy if this is deemed to provide a substandard level of accommodation.
B18
Dormer extensions will only be permitted where they are of a scale and appearance
appropriate to the property and do not adversely impact on the overall streetscene.

Local Plan 2017
Emerging Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to sustainable development
When determining planning applications the Council will take a positive approach to
ensure development is sustainable. The Council will work pro-actively with applicants to
find positive solutions that allow suitable proposals for sustainable developments to be
approved wherever possible.
The Council is committed to seeking to enhance the quality of life for residents by taking
an integrated approach to protect, conserve and enhance the built, natural and historic
environment whilst ensuring access to essential services and facilities and a wider
choice of housing. This will enable the Local Plan's Vision and Objectives to be met and
to secure development that simultaneously achieves economic, social and
environmental gains for the Borough.
Planning applications that accord with the Development Plan will be approved without
delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

Where there are no policies relevant to the application or relevant policies are out of
date at the time of making the decision then the Council will grant permission unless
material considerations indicate otherwise, taking into account whether:

a) Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits when assessed against the policies in the National Planning
Policy Framework taken as a whole; or
b)

Specific policies in the Framework indicate that development should be restricted.

Emerging Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development Criteria
In order to meet the objectives outlined in Policy DS1, subject to other Development
Plan policies which may determine the suitability of particular sites, all proposals will be
required to meet all of the following criteria, where possible, taking into account the
scale of development and magnitude of impact and any associated mitigation by:

a) Ensuring that proposed development incorporates green infrastructure designed and
integrated to enable accessibility by walking, cycling and public transport for main travel
purposes, particularly from areas of employment and retail, leisure and education
facilities;
b) Ensuring development does not prejudice road safety or increase congestion at
junctions that are identified by the Local Highway Authority as being over-capacity;
c) Ensuring access to necessary services, facilities and infrastructure and ensuring that
proposed development takes into account the capacity of existing or planned utilities
infrastructure;
d) Ensuring that the health, safety and environmental effects of noise, smell, dust, light,
vibration, fumes or other forms of pollution or nuisance arising from the proposed
development including from associated traffic are within acceptable levels;
e) Respecting the residential amenity of existing and committed dwellings, particularly
privacy, security and natural light;

f) Protecting the health, safety or amenity of occupants or users of the proposed
development;
g) Contributing to the enhancement of the character, appearance and historic interest of
related landscapes, settlements, street scenes, buildings, open spaces, trees and other
environmental assets;
h) Contributing to the enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity;
i) Ensuring that construction and demolition materials are re-used on the site if
possible;
j) Avoiding adverse impact on mineral extraction and agricultural production;
k) Ensuring that proposals incorporate energy and water efficiency measures (in
accordance with the relevant Building Regulations), the use of sustainable drainage
systems where appropriate and steers development away from areas of flood risk;
l) Ensuring that any proposed development conserves and enhances the historic
environment including heritage assets and their settings; and
m) Development must comply with Policy DS3.
Where the applicant demonstrates that one or more of the criteria cannot be met, they
must highlight how the development will contribute towards the achievement of the
objectives by alternative means.
Emerging Policy DS5 - Design
New development must be of a high quality design, which will support the creation of
attractive, vibrant places. Designs will be specific to the site and planning applications
must demonstrate a clear process that analyses and responds to the characteristics of
the site and its context, including surrounding uses, taking into account the Council's
Green Infrastructure Strategy. Proposals must demonstrate clearly how they:

a) Integrate with and where possible conserve and enhance the character of the
adjoining natural environment, taking into account relevant Supplementary Planning
Documents;
b) Conserve and enhance the historic environment, including heritage assets and their

setting;
c) Make the most effective and efficient use of the site and any existing buildings upon it;
d) Create clearly distinguishable, well defined and designed public and private spaces
that are attractive, accessible, coherent and safe and provide a stimulating environment;
e) Allow permeability and ease of movement within the site and with surrounding areas,
placing the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport above those of the
motorist, depending on the nature and function of the uses proposed;
f) Create a place that is easy to find your way around with routes defined by a wellstructured building layout;
g) Prioritise building and landscape form over parking and roads, so that vehicular
requirements do not dominate the sites appearance and character;
h) Exhibit design quality using design cues and materials appropriate to the area, locally
sourced wherever possible;
i) Respect the distinctive character of the local landscape, protecting and incorporating
key environmental assets of the area, including topography, landmarks, views, trees,
hedgerows, habitats and skylines. Where no discernible or positive character exists,
creating a meaningful hierarchy of space that combines to create a sense of place;
j) Create layouts that are inclusive and promote health, well-being, community cohesion
and public safety;
k) Incorporate public art where this is appropriate to the project and where it can
contribute to design objectives;
l) Ensure that development is both accessible and usable by different age groups and
people with disabilities;
m) Integrate Sustainable Drainage Systems of an appropriate form and scale;
n) Mitigate against the impacts of climate change by the incorporation of energy and
water efficiency measures (in accordance with the Building Regulations), the orientation
of new buildings, and use of recyclable materials in construction; and

o) Ensuring that new development avoids creating nesting sites for gulls e.g. through the
provision of appropriate roof pitches.

Emerging Policy H16 - Loss of sunlight or daylight
Extensions to dwellings will be permitted unless they adversely affect the amenities of
neighbouring properties by virtue of an undue loss of sunlight or daylight or by the
creation of an overbearing impact or unacceptable level of enclosure. The Local
Planning Authority will refer to the standards laid out by the BRE (or any subsequent
replacement standards) on sunlighting and daylighting in its assessments of
applications.
Emerging Policy H17 - Protection of Residential Privacy
Proposals for extensions must demonstrate through good design that an acceptable
standard of privacy can be maintained between opposing and neighbouring properties.
Principal windows in the side elevations of habitable rooms at upper floor levels should
be avoided where the privacy of neighbouring occupiers will be compromised. Where
privacy is to be protected by distance alone, a minimum of 21 metres will be required
between the facing windows of habitable rooms of opposing homes. Exceptions may be
made for the facing windows of ground floor habitable rooms where adequate screening
exists and in cases where normal standards of separation cannot be achieved and
existing standards will not be eroded by accepting distances of less than 21 metres. In
all situations the use of obscure glazing in the principal windows of habitable rooms will
not be an acceptable measure to overcome the provisions of this policy as this is
deemed to provide a sub-standard level of accommodation.
Habitable areas are defined as living rooms, bedrooms, studies, dining rooms, and
kitchens with dining areas.

Emerging Policy H22 - Design of Dormer Windows
Dormer extensions will be permitted providing they are in keeping with the design and
character of the host building in terms of scale, form, detailing and materials. Generally,
the same roofing materials should be used for the front and cheeks of the dormer as the
host building. Darker materials are more recessive than light renders and two small neat
dormers are preferable to a single large "box" design. Dormers shall be no higher than
the original height of the main ridge of the property. Proposals should not harm the
character of the streetscene or the amenity of neighbouring residents.

PLANNING COMMITTEE
19th December 2017
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Reference

Address

Proposal

2

2017/0168

Bevan House,
Stackwood Avenue,
Barrow-in-Furness

Demolition of existing care home and the erection
of 18 dwellings including parking spaces and
associated site works (amended description)

19

2017/0733

18 Litchmead Grove,
Barrow-in-Furness

Ground floor rear and side extension to provide
kitchen, living area and utility room. (Note: Loft
conversion considered permitted development
being less than 50 cubic metres in volume 46.44
Cubic Metres)

31

2017/0700

30 Carlton Avenue,
Barrow-in-Furness

Loft conversion to form en-suite bedroom and rear
dormer.

42

2017/9010

Site of former
Handmark
Engineering,
Cavendish Dock
Road, Barrow-inFurness

Change of use from vacant industrial land (B2) to
use for the storage and distribution of minerals
(Sui Generis)(County Matter)

49

2017/0555

155 Dalton Lane,
Barrow-in-Furnees

Construction of a two storey rear extension to
provide an annexed dwelling unit to the ground
floor. Proposed additional two bedrooms and ensuites at first floor level and rear balcony.
Proposed pitched roof dormer to the western
elevation and flat roof dormer to the east elevation.
New vehicular parking/turning area to the front.

ELEVATION. New VEHICYULA
PARKING/TURNING AREA TO THE FRONT.

